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Dear Colleagues, Distinguished Guests, Ladies and Gentlemen, 

I am extremely pleased to welcome you all to the intercountry meeting for technical 

staff and policy- and decision-makers on human pandemic influenza preparedness and 

containment in the Eastern Mediterranean Region. I would like to extend my warmest 

greetings and appreciation to the national authorities in Morocco for hosting this important 

meeting for our Region. I take this opportunity to express my personal thanks to our 

colleagues from WHO headquarters and to other UN agencies for their fruitful contributions 

to the planning and organization of this important meeting. On this occasion, I would like to 

extend my deep appreciation to the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) for 

their financial and technical support to the five-year cooperative programme on influenza 

surveillance and response in the Region. The main focus of this programme is to build the 

health sector capacity of countries for early detection and rapid response to avian and 

pandemic human influenza. The organization of this particular intercountry meeting is being 

supported through this cooperative agreement between the Regional Office and CDC. I must 

also thank the Naval Medical Research Unit Three (NAMRU-3), a WHO collaborating centre, 

for its valuable and continuing support to our Member States to improve national 

preparedness for avian and  pandemic human influenza.  
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Dear Participants,  

Since the first avian influenza outbreak in 1997, there has been concern that the 

influenza A (H5N1) virus might either mutate to allow efficient transmission during the 

infection of mammals or reassort, resulting in a new virus that would be both highly lethal and 

transmissible from person to person. Such events are believed to have preceded the influenza 

pandemics of 1918, 1957 and 1968. Several lines of evidence indicate that the currently 

circulating influenza A (H5N1) viruses have in fact evolved to more virulent forms since 

1997 with a higher mortality among human cases, different antigenic properties and an 

expanded host range. 

Now, against this backdrop, let us revisit what we have experienced in the Region in the 

past several months. The first few months of 2008 saw new outbreaks of highly pathogenic 

avian influenza in domestic poultry in three countries of the Region: Egypt, Islamic Republic 

of Iran and Pakistan. Human cases of avian influenza were detected following these outbreaks 

in Egypt and Pakistan. In Egypt, previous outbreaks of avian influenza seemed to have 

receded, only to reappear again during the early months of 2008. In January alone, four 

people died of this disease in Egypt in just one week after safety precautions were relaxed in 

the belief that the virus had disappeared when no case was reported for six months. Up to 20 

April this year, Egypt has reported 50 human cases of avian influenza including 22 deaths, out 

of which 7 new cases including 3 deaths were reported during the first few months of 2008. 

Egypt, today, has the highest burden of human cases of avian influenza reported outside 

South-East Asia. In Pakistan, another of the countries in the Region, a detailed field 

investigation showed limited, but not sustained, human-to-human transmission in a family 

cluster, a cause of concern for us all and a significant risk to public health.  

No doubt, we can only describe this current situation in our Region as an 

epidemiological shift of avian influenza, which is a stark reminder of the urgent need to act 

now before a pandemic human influenza challenges our capacity, resources and resilience to 

cope with the catastrophic humanitarian consequences that might result.  

I therefore remind you, dear colleagues, that although the visibility of avian influenza 

and pandemic preparedness may have waned in the media today compared to what we have 

seen in 2005 and 2006, the threat of avian influenza and the potential for an influenza 

pandemic has not.  
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It is, therefore, everyone’s responsibility to remain vigilant. We cannot become 

complacent and must continue to take the threat of a pandemic very seriously. 

Dear Colleagues,  

Let me summarize for you some of the few challenges that we collectively face today in 

our Region for preparedness and containment of human pandemic human influenza: 

• All countries in the Region require capacity and access to systems of international 

standards to detect, contain and eliminate highly pathogenic avian influenza infection.  

• Entrenched H5N1 infection poses a major threat to human health, not just to the affected 

countries but to the world as a whole.  

• Integrated multisectoral strategies are essential at local, national, regional and global 

levels. Pandemic prevention and preparedness go hand in hand: both must be backed by 

good evidence, strong communications and long-term strategic planning that cuts across 

sectors and is based on an analysis of economic realities. Morocco offers us today a very 

good example of successful integrated multisectoral programmes. 

• National authorities should seek ways to work together, within the framework of the 

International Health Regulations, to agree and plan to use protocols for early containment 

and longer term mitigation of a human pandemic.  

• As part of pandemic planning, it is important to quantify the risk to public health under 

plausible epidemiological assumptions. The data on previous pandemics and 

epidemiological modelling indicate that it is prudent to assume that a pandemic might 

overwhelm the capacity of many countries if the countries are not adequately prepared. 

Dear Participants,  

You are meeting today to review and discuss issues relating to improving your 

pandemic preparedness plans, and not those for avian influenza only. Needless to say, the 

strategies for containing human pandemic influenza will differ from those currently being 

implemented for avian influenza and possibly will require greater policy coherence across all 

sectors in the society. Our national preparedness plans should focus on management of crisis 

rather than on a disease alone.  

I am happy to note that the Regional Office has started working on a regional strategy 

for influenza and other epidemic-prone respiratory illnesses. We believe that this strategy will 
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encourage all Member States to follow a road map and combine their resources and national 

efforts to strengthen pandemic preparedness for human influenza. This regional strategy will 

aim to complement the global preparedness plan through enhancing the capacity of countries 

to preempt an influenza pandemic, as well as to mitigate the negative effect of a full-blown 

pandemic.  

I reiterate once again that the Regional Office is fully committed to assisting countries in 

developing national preparedness and response plans for pandemic influenza. This is in line 

with the 2005 Regional Committee resolution on emergency preparedness and response 

(EM/RC52/R.2). We will continue to assist countries in developing national preparedness 

plans and will support conduct of small-scale field simulation exercises to ensure that these 

plans are implementable and are adequate to meet projected needs for humanitarian services.  

Distinguished Colleagues, 

This meeting is a special meeting for the Regional Office. I have no doubt that your 

deliberations will help our Member States in setting an excellent road map for our activities in 

the near future. I would like to thank you all again, and ask all of you to seek the utmost 

benefit from this meeting through sound discussions, exchange of ideas and clear planning, in 

order to enhance the surveillance and preparedness activities for pandemic influenza in the 

Region.  

Let me finish by quoting from the World Health Report 2007, which states that there 

will be an influenza pandemic, sooner or later. We believe that the underlying threat of a 

pandemic remains while the virus continues to circulate, leaving no room for complacency. It 

is prudent for nations to prepare for an influenza pandemic as it represents a threat to human 

security, as do other existing and potential health crises. 

I wish you all success in this meeting and a pleasant stay in Morocco. I look forward to 

receiving your recommendations. 

Thank you. 


